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New luxury construction in the heart of Madrid

Located in one of the most representative streets of the capital, in the
middle of Calle Alcalá and a few meters from the exclusive Four Seasons
complex, is this completely renovated building that preserves the tradition
and the most characteristic architectural elements of the area. The houses
renovated with top quality materials, are composed of a reception area
with a hall that leads to a spacious living room with an integrated kitchen
and a laundry area, as well as a service toilet. Currently, the buyer is
allowed to choose the finishing of the furniture and its equipment. From the
living room you can see one of the most privileged views of the Capital:
Cibeles, Puerta de Alcalá, Bellas Artes and the entire area of Seville can
be enjoyed from any of its characteristic balconies. The rest area consists
of two large bedrooms and a full bathroom, plus an impressive suite with a
large dressing room and a built-in bathroom. The houses have excellent
qualities; armored doors, aluminum windows, casement doors,
Porcelanosa tiling, Swedish pine wood facade windows, L´antic Colonial
oak flooring and home automation throughout the house. A unique
opportunity to acquir [...]

Madrid / Huertas - Cortes

Unit 2 Izq
Completion Q3 2021

FEATURES

Surface 222 m²
3 Rooms
2 Toilets 1 Restrooms

Views

Heating

Lift

Concierge

Price 2,200,000 €
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The information about any property is not binding to any offer or contract. Any verbal or written declaration made by aProperties with
regards to the value or condition of the property should not be considered accurate or factual. The pictures make reference to some parts
of the property at the times that they were taken. The areas, dimensions and distances that are given are approximate and should be
checked by the client. The images are computer generated and are just an approximate indication of the real appearance of the property;
these may change at any time. The information with regards to the property may also change at any time.

Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
Tel: 91 800 54 65 apropertiesmadrid@aproperties.es https://www.aproperties.es
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